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Value Proposition

Adding value and cost benefits through well-designed accompanying documentation

Design accompanying documentation with love and care or just fulfill the bare minimum of requirements? This is a decision that medical device manufacturers must make for each product. Our advice is, of course: If you are going to do it (and you have to do it), then do it right, because it is worth it!

Accompanying documentation naturally represents a cost factor for the device’s production and thus increased investments for purchasers. But at the same time, new value factors emerge when accompanying documentation is done right, and they must not be neglected in quality and investment decisions that are based on a holistic calculation of the real effects that an investment has on everyday operation. Manufacturers and purchasing departments alike must broaden their view on accompanying documentation.

For purchasing departments this means: Costs and values/benefits must be viewed from a cradle-to-the-grave perspective in order to promote everyday practice. The true and maybe invisible quality factors and unique selling propositions of medical products and services need to be identified and considered for a sustainable decision.

Old business models have had their day. Thus, one-to-one cost decisions, that is, simple feature comparisons or a comparison of two product offerings, are questionable. The entire service and application cycle must be included in the purchase decision.

New business models that are based on holistic and systemic views onto the daily operation are certainly on the rise. Instead of focusing purely on hardware features or on the obvious product perception, the accompanying documentation must not be seen as a pure add-on material or merely as a legally required appendage to the product but rather as an service and quality aspect equivalent to the whole usage ecosystem.
of the product. This new and essential role of the accompanying documentation serves new aspects and benefit parameters for decision makers in the purchase role.

Breakdown of Costs and Sketching a New Business Perspective

We find that there are at least two misleading thoughts regarding costs of a new medical device that is going to be purchased:

- Costs are a one-time investment that is mainly determined by the price of the medical device and its maintenance or all single-use components for the device. Thus, finding a more affordable device or cheaper single-use components will result in lower costs.
- Costs can be reduced by purchasing a medical device with a better usability because this will require lower effort and costs for staff training (e.g. in Matern 2013, p. 428).

Of course, these two thoughts do have a certain legitimacy. However, they are somewhat misleading with regards to the total investment that can be expected for the time the device will be in use in any healthcare facility. In fact, the total investment costs for the introduction of a new medical device feed on three components (see Figure 1):

- Medical device: costs for the medical device itself (hardware, Human Machine Interface, and software), operation and maintenance costs, and healthcare staff costs related to time, handling effort, and use errors during medical procedures.
- Single-use components: costs for all disposable components that are necessary to apply the medical device in the treatment of patients and healthcare staff costs related to time, handling effort, and use errors.
- Teaching and (re-)training: costs for the training offered by the manufacturers and healthcare staff costs related to time and effort for learning or practicing.

Applying these cost-components to an example: The costs for an injection pump comprise costs for the pump, costs for disposables, for example, syringes and catheter sets, costs for handling effort, and costs for training healthcare staff. Additional costs are associated with administrative tasks, maintenance, and handling all supplies.

In each component, parts of the accompanying documentation are involved. Yet the accompanying documentation is typically underestimated as a cost factor: Healthcare staff reads the user manual, for instance, to get a first impression of how to operate the new device or to check the meaning of a rarely-seen device status display. They read the handling instructions of single-use components if they are from a new manufacturer or if the design has been revised. They may also work through the training material or complete an exercise (again), for example, in the real (hospital) context, in case the training was based on e-learning.

This leads to our assumption that the formula 1 + 1 = 3 is true for the medical device industry.

Applying good design and usability engineering to accompanying documentation creates a new value that manufacturers should consider in their business models.

Unproductive or rather time-consuming support and training materials lead in many cases to higher losses and negative returns although the product itself initially appears to be cheaper compared to competitors’ products with sufficient documentation.

A Simple Case Cost Calculation

In the following rough calculation, we want to examine the effect that well-designed accompanying documentation may have on costs. For the sake of argument, we assume that healthcare staff costs 1 Euro per hour. For the ease of calculation, we only look at the training component of the accompanying documentation.

Now looking at the design of a training: We know from experience that contextual micro-learning units are better for skill-based learning than standard learning concepts (see Gerstheimer et al. 2019). Micro-learning deals with providing relatively small learning units and to allow short-term (from a few seconds to 15 Min) learning activities in the context of knowledge application. The cognitive load of micro-learning units is low but the learning success is high (details see e.g. Hug 2007).

In the calculation, we are continuing the example of the injection pump that is going to be purchased for a hospital with 1.000 employees. The variable is the design of the training.
Table 1 Exemplary comparison of costs for a well or poorly designed training component for a medical device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Design variant 1</th>
<th>Design variant 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time for training</td>
<td>120 min</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs per nurse</td>
<td>120 €</td>
<td>10 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs hospital</td>
<td>120.000 €</td>
<td>10.000 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>110.000 €</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Design Variant 1: Training consists of reading a manual and an instructor-led training unit in a training room. Reading the unit and the training take 60 Min each.
- Design Variant 2: Training consists of integrating contextual training units (as videos) in the context of use (the hospital). There are 5 training units, each spans 2 Min.

Looking at the calculation makes clear that a better designed training may reduce costs for introducing a new medical device in a hospital. There are even more savings possible when looking at the design of the other materials, for example, the instructions for use.

Further, any user of a medical device, for example, nurses, doctors, and other healthcare staff, invest time when applying the different materials. This is not only the case during training, but actually every time when any part of the accompanying documentation is consulted. This is the staff’s time on the clock, which adds up. These costs can justify purchasing a device which has better accompanying documentation to offer, because a more expensive medical device or more expensive single-use components, do not necessarily result in the highest total investment costs.

The “Good Design” Advice

By good design we mean executing an integrated and user-oriented service approach across all user touch-points, from marketing material to user training to the instructions for use to maintenance and expert documentation. (e.g., see Privitera, 2019)

The cost and value formula of good design is universal and simple: Time is money! And time can be saved through good design. Contextual and user-oriented design of the accompanying documentation can pay off in incredible savings as time presents. On top a better user experience in everyday and frequent usage or in relevant operations is possible, especially when many stakeholders are involved.

Good design goes beyond only looking at the standard usability design criteria effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. It is about providing particular information bits at the right moment and in the right context in a suitable modality and fitting media type. Considerable design aspects and keywords are for example: reading time, comprehensibility, international understandability / universal language, visualization, cross-media implementation, located/deposited information, and context modality. The micro-learning approach seems to be a good base to start with (see Gerstheimer et al. 2019). Experienced design professionals should be integrated in the design process (see Bailey 2020, p. 140).

Conclusion

Truly good medical devices are only as good as their accompanying documentation including training materials, instructions for use, and other use-in-context instructions. The accompanying documentation is a facilitator and enables healthcare staff to fulfill their tasks with patients. Their tasks require using that medical device and handling related medical supplies. The accompanying documentation may accelerate or decelerate them, depending on their design and efficient support of users.

A holistic view of all elements involved in user interactions with the medical device for its specific use cases and context of use is necessary as the basis for design and usability engineering of the accompanying documentation (see Figure 2).

Usability engineering and design are related counterparts in this matter. In order to develop a good design of all elements, hardware, software, and accompanying documentation, must be brought to contextual knowledge and operational key results.

Accompanying documentation should become a unique selling point for manufacturers in the future. Designing [user-oriented] materials with microlearning concepts has generated positive results in our experience. Therefore, our recommendations for manufacturers of medical devices include:

- Focus on usability as well as on good design when integrating the IEC 62364-1 process. You can save effort if you focus on both right from the beginning. The stakeholders are already involved. Thus, costs will not rise but the results will be much more valuable for the end-users. Do look at the market size for your device. The larger the market for the device is, the higher becomes the value of your well-designed accompanying documentation.

- Do not wear blinkers. The IEC 62364-1 standard focuses on minimizing risks caused by insufficient usability. Other goals, such as a higher market success or market differentiation, are not primarily addressed. Thus, aim not only at compliance with regulations but also at good design thus enhancing your market success and differentiation. The larger the market the higher the value of your well-designed accompanying documentation can be.

- Do integrate design professionals in the development process of the accompanying documentation. Only then will the added value (through good design) bear fruits. The costs for developing well-designed accompanying documentation – which is short, contextual, and available – is lower than typically expected.

Figure 2 Holistic view on using accompanying documentation in context
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Scope

In this guide, we show in detail how to integrate processes of usability and technical communication. The two professional communities are closely related and share the common goal to enable users and ensure safety. Yet in practice, professionals from the two communities do not cooperate as much as one might expect.

We focus on the specific topic of medical devices and the usability engineering of their accompanying documentation. Medical device manufacturers must take the safety of patients, users, and third parties into careful consideration. Safety is the main concern of regulators. Therefore, applying usability engineering to the development of medical devices is mandated by international regulations.

Domain-specific aspects of medical devices aside, parts of this guide apply to the usability engineering of information for use in general. On a meta level, we wish to help bridge the gap between usability professionals and technical communicators — a gap that is larger in day-to-day practice than necessary.

We intend this guide to be the basis for a common understanding and collaboration among the diverse professionals and stakeholders involved in the usability engineering process:

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATORS | USABILITY PROFESSIONALS
--- | ---
RELATED STAKEHOLDERS: |  
PRODUCT MANAGERS | SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS | DEPARTMENT HEADS
QUALITY MANAGERS | DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS | EXECUTIVES
RISK MANAGERS | REGULATORY AFFAIRS PROFESSIONALS | OTHERS INVOLVED
REGULATORY BODIES: | NOTIFIED BODIES IN THE EU
GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES, SUCH AS THE FDA

Working Group Medical Devices

The working group Medical Devices is one of 11 working groups of the German UPA, the German branch of the international UXPA.

There are some 20 active members in the working group working for medical device manufacturers either directly as employees or as consultants and contractors.

The working group’s main objectives are:

- to integrate a human-centered design perspective with the highly regulated medical device development processes
- to provide a networking platform for experts from the medical device industry as well as usability engineering community
- to exchange experiences and on state-of-the-art processes and techniques
- to publish and contribute to conferences

We still have a lot to do. New members are always welcome. Interested? Write us: ak-medizintechnik@germanupa.de

Find news and updates from the working group on: www.germanupa.de/arbeitskreise/arbeitskreis-medizintechnik/
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Common Ground

The usability engineering and technical communication communities share basic goals and a user-centered perspective. With their work, both communities enable users and ensure the safety of patients, users, and third parties. However, the two fields are surprisingly separated by gaps in approach, terminology, and collaboration. On top of that, the broader medical device industry has its own terminology, which is defined by regulations in many cases.

The following terms and concepts are at the intersection between usability engineering, technical communication, and medical devices. To get everyone on the same page, we recap and summarize all the most essential terms and concepts.

Usability

Usability emerges when a user interacts with a system. The user’s and the system’s individual characteristics affect the interaction. The resulting usability is commonly defined as positive if the interaction is effective (users reach their goals), efficient (minimal resources are expended), and satisfactory (positive experience while interacting).

NORMATIVE REFERENCES ON USABILITY

The commonly accepted definition of usability is given in the horizontal standard ISO 9241-11 on human-system interaction:

The extent to which an interactive system can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use (ISO 9241-11:2018, Sec. 3.1.1)

IEC 62366-1 specifically applies to usability engineering of medical devices. In its appendix, the criterion of learnability is explained as:

The time needed to become acquainted with the MEDICAL DEVICE and its operation . . . (IEC 62366-1:2015, Appx. A.2, p. 22)

The IEC 62366-1 standard’s definition of usability (Sec. 3.16) is similar to the one in ISO 9241-11. Both refer to the three criteria: effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction.
In addition, for medical devices, the criterion of learnability (ability to learn command and control while using the system) is often used.

**Usability Engineering**

We chose the standard IEC 62366-1:2015 on Medical devices – Part 1: Application of usability engineering to medical devices as our reference on usability engineering because it is the most current, most specific, and most relevant standard for developers of medical devices. It is used in the two most important world regions in terms of regulating medical devices: the European Union and the United States.

**Accompanying Documentation**

As a term, instructions for use is more commonly known and used than accompanying documentation. However, the latter is specific to medical devices and is used in the IEC 62366-1 standard. Therefore, we have decided to use the term accompanying documentation in this guide. According to the IEC 62366-1 standard’s definition, instructions for use are a subset of the accompanying documentation.

Terms and concepts in other sources from regulatory authorities vary and partially overlap with this definition, for example:

- information supplied with the device or by the manufacturer, respectively
- labeling
- information for use
- instructions for use
- information for safety
- label (as distinguished from labeling)

Terms and concepts in other sources from regulatory authorities vary and partially overlap with this definition, for example:

- information supplied with the device or by the manufacturer, respectively
- labeling
- information for use
- instructions for use
- information for safety
- label (as distinguished from labeling)

For the purpose of this guide, it would be going too far to elaborate on the differences. But we would like to raise awareness that such distinctions exist to avoid confusion.

Figure 3 Overlapping concepts related to accompanying documentation

Torsten Gruchmann and Roland Schmeling have illustrated this overlap (not all terms included) in the Venn diagram in Figure 3. Their distinctions are valid and worthwhile.

For the purpose of this guide, it would be going too far to elaborate on the differences. But we would like to raise awareness that such distinctions exist to avoid confusion.

Figure 3 is adapted from a presentation by Gruchmann & Schmeling at the tekom annual conference 2018, available from https://www.use-lab.com/download/sonstiges/NORM01%20Gruchmann_Schmeling%20GA_Medizinprodukte.pdf, translated from German, included with their kind permission.

---

2. Previous European regulations MDD 93/42/EEC & IVDD 98/79/EC, both Annex I
3. US regulation FDDCA, Section 201(m)
5. MDR, IVDR, MDD, IVDD, & IEC/IEEE 82079-1:2019
6. IEC 62366-1:2015, Sec. 4.1.3 & ISO 14971
7. MDR, IVDR, MDD, IVDD, FDDCA, & IEC/IEEE 82079-1:2019
8. IEC 82079-1 may also apply to advertisement or sales material
Information for Safety

Information for safety is any information on the user interface of a medical device that supports the correct use of the medical device and avoids harm from use. Information for safety should prevent the user from acting in an unsafe manner, e.g., applying the medical device in an inappropriate situation. Information for safety is explicitly part of mitigating the risks that arise from the application of medical devices.

Examples of information for safety include:

- warnings on the medical device
- description of improper use or possible hazards
- promotion of the use of protective equipment
- information about measures to reduce harm
- specification of necessary maintenance intervals or maximum service life
- ways to dispose of the medical device properly

In addition, information for safety may be specified by certain safety standards for medical devices, in some cases including exact phrases or symbols to use.

Why Usability Engineering of the Accompanying Documentation?

Medical device manufacturers need to ensure an adequate risk-benefit profile of the medical devices they plan to market. Manufacturers therefore apply a systematic risk management process as described in ISO 14971. This process includes a list of specific steps how and in which order risks can be identified and may be mitigated:

The manufacturer shall use one or more of the following risk control options in the priority order listed:

a) inherent safety by design;
b) protective measures in the medical device itself or in the manufacturing process;
c) information for safety.

(ISO 14771:2007, Sec. 6)

This shows that options other than information for safety are preferred by regulators for mitigating risks. However, the mitigation of some risks will always lie in the hands of users; therefore, users need to be informed about risks. This means that information supplied by the manufacturer of the medical device needs to be adequate for users. Users must be able to perceive and understand the information, and the information must support the correct use of the medical device. On this basis, regulators mandate manufacturers to validate the adequacy of information for safety.

CONFLICTING REQUIREMENTS FOR INFORMATION FOR SAFETY

Certain safety standards for medical devices specify exact phrases to be used, for example, phrases for warning messages. To fully comply with this medical device standard, manufacturers have to include the specified phrases in their accompanying documentation. Unfortunately, in some cases the specified phrases have been poorly authored and are easily misunderstood by the defined user group particularly in the intended context of use. In such cases, the requirements of certain medical device standards are in conflict with the requirements for usability engineering.

To comply with the usability engineering requirements, we strongly recommend testing such specified phrases of information for safety. To mitigate the issue of users misunderstanding or being confused by specified phrases, manufacturers can provide additional explanatory text that refers to the specified phrase. A revision of the additional text based on user feedback may be necessary. Therefore, manufacturers should evaluate the additional text with users early in the process in order to avoid having to repeat the summative usability evaluation.

One could make an argument for not using the specified phrases as they are but instead editing them to make them easier to understand. In general, the application of harmonized European standards is not mandatory. Manufacturers are principally free to apply the most suitable methods and technologies, which may not be reflected in the relevant harmonized standards. Whether or not this is a worthwhile argument, must be determined by subject-matter experts and stakeholders for each individual project.
“Medicine used to be simple, ineffective, and relatively safe. It is now complex, effective, and potentially dangerous.”

(Sir Cyril Chantler)
Chapter 02

Usability Engineering and Information Development: Matching Processes and Terms
For usability professionals and technical communicators to cooperate effectively, it is necessary for us to understand each other’s processes and terminology.

**Information Development**

Based on the context of use analysis, a project’s lead technical communicator will plan and develop fundamental aspects of the accompanying documentation. Thereafter, technical authors and illustrators can start to create the content. The first draft of the accompanying documentation will be evaluated formatively using one or multiple methods of those laid out below. Feedback and findings from formative evaluations are then used to iteratively revise and reevaluate the accompanying documentation.

Hence, compared on a high level, information development is similar to other development and engineering processes. Planning, developing, and creating the accompanying documentation can be viewed as a form of requirements engineering. Basic principles regarding accompanying documentation include, for example:

1. researching regulatory requirements, formulating objectives and constraints
2. defining testable criteria
3. planning how to implement the above – or producing a design solution in usability terminology
4. creating the content or implementation

5. iteratively evaluating (i.e., by reviewing, testing, etc.) and revising drafts of the accompanying documentation.

Requirements, objectives, and constraints can be derived, in part, from overlapping activities with product development and usability engineering. For example, the user group profiles (included in the use specification) created as part of the usability engineering are equally relevant to technical communicators in terms of target audiences. Usually such derived requirements, objectives, and constraints need to be reevaluated and further defined for the accompanying documentation.

**Considering documentation-specific dependencies throughout a product’s life cycle**

If a product is part of a larger line of products or will be in the foreseeable future, interdependencies between products will affect the accompanying documentation’s content. Terminology, content structure, illustration styles, and typography, for example, need to be kept consistent across all products of the line.

During a product’s life cycle, the content of accompanying documentation will have to be changed and updated regularly, for example, to reflect technical modifications or new legal requirements. Such changes to the content are required by regulations to be traceable between publication versions.

Auditors may scrutinize any change’s traceability. In contrast to changes to, for example, marketing materials, changes to the accompanying documentation are often significantly more complex. Factoring in future changes and updates to the accompanying documentation from the start will therefore help the entire project with respect to:

- staying on schedule
- improving the accompanying documentation’s quality
- making use of synergies across hardware/software engineering, usability engineering, and information development

Work during the initial planning and development of the accompanying documentation will lay foundations for its long-term maintainability and the cost-effectiveness of its maintenance. Changing certain decisions later on may prove difficult or costly.

**Particular specifications of the accompanying documentation**

In development processes, requirements, such as the ones introduced above, are satisfied by a set of specifications. Particular specifications of the accompanying documentation include, for example:

- the content model
- types of media and layout
- decisions on standardization, such as terminology, spelling, writing style, illustration styles

Specifications will then be used by individual technical authors, illustrators, and others to create the actual content. The creation of content corresponds to implementation in other engineering processes.

Note that content is not limited to text and illustrations but includes non-obvious aspects, such as a Document Type Definition (DTD) intended for XML-based authoring tools. A DTD is a common form of implementation of the content model specification. In authoring tools, the layout will be implemented in a document template that supports the consistent use of formats, such as paragraph and character styles.

At some point all of these aspects and decisions will be documented internally in the form of a style guide for future revisions of the accompanying documentation. Standardization of, for example, terminology, spelling, style, usage, typography, illustrations, etc., is part of the expertise of technical communicators.

Standardization reduces ambiguity, improves the long-term maintainability of the accompanying documentation, and facilitates the translation process. In addition, standardization can benefit any user-facing content, such as user interfaces, customer support content, or marketing content in terms of comprehensibility, maintainability, and translatability.
Comparing and aligning processes

To compare the usability engineering and information development processes, we chose to focus on the level of individual projects. The larger perspective of entire organizations takes business management processes into account and is beyond the intended scope of this guide.

An iterative process

Usability engineering is always an iterative process in which feedback is sought using evaluations. Therefore, we chose the illustration above from the general usability engineering standard ISO 9241-210 and combined it with the specifics from IEC 62366-1, the usability engineering standard addressing medical devices. The numbers in the illustration refer to the chapters of the standards.
Plan

To ensure effective and efficient execution of the different activities a plan is necessary (see Sec. 6 Planning Human-Centered Design). Primarily, the plan helps ensure sufficient resources and personnel with appropriate skills and defines how much effort needs to be expended – very much dependent upon how much risk a particular medical device poses for patients, users, and third parties. In the planning phase of the usability engineering process, it is sensible to formulate quality objectives that are human-centered. Such objectives explicitly list the qualities that the project has to deliver to users, e.g., efficient use, particulars of the user experience, etc.

Research and analyze

Once a plan exists, usability professionals analyze the context in which a medical device is used in order to understand it and to specify the contexts in which the device may be used (7.2 Understanding and Specifying the Context of Use). Aspects to take into consideration include researching characteristics of users, their tasks and goals, finding out in which environment the device will be used, and which resources users will need – all such aspects might play a role while developing a user interface.

Develop requirements

With these insights, usability engineers develop user requirements (7.3 Specifying the user requirements) that become the goals of the design solution. These requirements drive the design solution and can be broken down to use scenarios and technical requirements for the system and user interface.

Create the design solution

Then, a design solution is created in one form or another (7.4 Producing design solutions). This can be a non-functional very early prototype up to the final user interface for the medical device which is going to be marketed. Creating a design solution includes defining the workflows for users, deciding which user interface elements will be used and selecting color schemes. This applies to industrial as well as to user interface design.

Implementation done by specialists

The implementation is done by technical specialists, such as software developers, mechanical design engineers, or, in the case of accompanying documentation, by technical authors, technical illustrators, and others.

Evaluate

Once a prototype exists, usability professionals evaluate it to ensure it meets the actual user requirements (7.5 Evaluating the design). This may be done through usability tests of the chosen system design, during which users are observed as they interact with the system, or through expert review. Formative evaluations are conducted during the development process and deliver input to drive the appropriate iterations as shown in Figure 4 on page 25. At the end of the development cycle, the summative evaluation determines whether the medical device is fit for its purpose and safe to use. This study is carried out by usability professionals who test workflows for critical tasks and identify potential use errors.

Comparison of relevant standards

In Table 2 on page 28-29, we present a comparison of corresponding sections in the four standards that we regard as the most relevant in relation to the processes for technical communicators and usability professionals:

- On usability engineering
  - ISO 9241-210:2019
  - IEC 62366-1:2015
- On information development
  - IEC/IEEE 82079-1:2019

Note that the comparison in Table 2 leaves room for interpretation because each of the four standards has a different perspective and focus on the matter.

For example, IEC 62366-1 has a strong focus on risk management and safety at the process level. The generally applicable ISO 9241-210 standard barely mentions risk management and safety. As another example, the ISO/IEC 26514 standard covers the information development process in greater detail than IEC/IEEE 82079-1.

With the comparison in Table 2, we want to provide a basic orientation and help start the conversation between professionals from different fields.

PRACTITIONERS’ INSIGHT

CLAIMS FROM CLINICAL EVALUATIONS AND MARKETING

Even though usability engineering for medical devices has a strong focus on mitigating risks arising from the use, there are further aspects worth considering. Usability engineering might address some of the claims made in the clinical evaluation plan. A claim might be that patient adherence will be higher because of a better user experience or improved workflows. Another aspect is marketing claims. Marketing claims might be supported by usability engineering as well. One such a claim may be, e.g., that the time needed to finish a particular treatment is shorter compared to other products.

Such examples illustrate that summative usability testing results may contribute valuable data to other empirical studies.
Table 2: High-level comparison of processes: usability engineering and information development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Planning human-centered design</td>
<td>Planning information management</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.1, 4.3</td>
<td>5.4, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3.1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Understanding and specifying the context of use users, user goals, resources, environment</td>
<td>Gathering basic information; researching target audiences</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.3.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Risk management</td>
<td>Risk management</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.2, 5.3</td>
<td>6.2.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Specifying the user requirements</td>
<td>Researching and formulating project requirements, goals, and constraints; defining testable criteria</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.4, 5.6</td>
<td>6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.3.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Producing design solutions</td>
<td>Regarding accompanying documentation, the design solution can be understood to include, for example: the content model; the document’s layout; decisions on standardization, such as terminology, spelling, writing style, illustration styles</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.3.2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Implementation of prototypes (software, hardware, and mechanics)</td>
<td>Creating written and visual content, refining concepts and content structures, implementing content, layout, and output media (e.g., print, digital, interactive, mobile) using appropriate authoring tools</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.3.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Performing formative evaluation, i.e., an evaluation that is intended to improve the concept</td>
<td>Performing review of drafts (i.e., desk check; at least by editors or peers and by SMEs or the designated content owner), empirical evaluation of drafts</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.7.2, 5.8</td>
<td>6.3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Iteratively redesigning and reevaluating</td>
<td>Implementing review/evaluation feedback, additional review/evaluation loops</td>
<td>7.2, 7.3, 7.4</td>
<td>5.1 to 5.8</td>
<td>6.3.2, 6.3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Implementation and final assembly of the system</td>
<td>Finalizing the content and producing final output media</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Content freeze of the accompanying documenta- tion’s final version</td>
<td>Performing the final review for sign-off (i.e., desk check by SMEs or designated content owners)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Performing summative evaluation for compliance purposes This evaluation is intended to measure the usability of the system in conjunction with the accompanying documentation.</td>
<td>Formal sign-off by the respective executives after completion of the summative evaluation</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>5.5, 5.7.3, 5.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regulatory Conclusion

Should the summative user interface evaluation unexpectedly reveal new use errors, close calls, or use difficulties, the manufacturer is mandated to continue the usability engineering process. Use errors, close calls, and use difficulties include instances in which users did not find or understand information or did not use the device correctly according to the accompanying documentation.

If no use errors that pose unacceptable risks are found, the medical device is in compliance with IEC 62366-1. The usability engineering file documents this compliance. Once the summative user interface evaluation is completed successfully, the manufacturer may initiate — from a usability engineering perspective — the regulatory clearance of the device. The regulatory clearance is the primary legal hurdle for bringing a medical device to market.

PRACTITIONERS’ INSIGHT

COST FACTORS FOR REDESIGNS

The later a medical device needs redesign within the development lifecycle, the higher the project risks regarding schedule, effort, and cost are. Therefore, it is important to keep in mind that early user interface evaluations reduce the project risks related to usability engineering.

We are painfully aware of the fact that sometimes summative user interface evaluations fail and a substantial redesign is required before a device can be marketed. The higher the risk arising from new use errors found in a user interface evaluation is, the more likely it is that an expensive redesign of the medical device will be necessary. This, in turn, will adversely impact schedule, effort, and costs.
After setting up a regulatory framework and establishing a common ground for technical communicators and usability professionals, as well as other interested parties, we now turn to the practical application of our respective skills to accompanying documentation.

In this first Making It Work section, we look at how to get started with accompanying documentation. First, we consider the context of use analysis as a method for “getting to know” the users and their environment. Then, we look at planning and developing the accompanying documentation.

In the second Making It Work section, we present appropriate methods specifically for evaluating the accompanying documentation. Each method is described with regards to its application as well as its outcomes and what they mean for both technical communicators and usability professionals.

The usability methods we have selected are appropriate for the usability engineering of both the accompanying documentation and for medical devices. Furthermore, these methods are also applicable to products in other industries, not only to the domain of medical devices.

We briefly introduce following selection of methods:

- Context of Use Analysis
- Planning and Developing the Accompanying Documentation
METHOD Context of Use Analysis

When to use

A context of use analysis is carried out at the beginning of development if intended users, their tasks and goals, intended use environment, and necessary resources are not sufficiently available or understood. Ideally, the analysis is executed “in the context” meaning at the exact location where the anticipated interaction of potential users and device will take place. This ensures the most realistic knowledge acquisition in the actual context of use.

Note that the intended user and patient group may be one and the same. However, as they may be distinct from each other, we reference them separately. Terminologically, technical communicators often refer to “user groups” as “target audiences.”

Why to use

The intended user or patient groups and their context of use vary and are specific to each medical device. The analysis of user groups, their tasks and goals, as well as the use environment is one fundamental basis for all aspects of product development, including usability engineering, information development, and marketing.

What you need

At the beginning of a development project, usability professionals will collect the required data on the context of use. Such data may include:

- users
- their tasks and goals
- environments of use
- resources needed when using

This information can be gained by observing or interviewing users. In addition, other employees within a company who interact with users regularly are often a good source of information, for example, customer support representatives, service technicians, or marketing representatives.

The distinction between lay users (i.e., home-care products) and professional users (i.e., medical devices in hospitals) is an important one regarding user research and product design. Regarding lay users, one usually cannot assume that they have prior subject matter knowledge about a medical device. If they do, for example, possibly in case of patients with chronic conditions (e.g., diabetes), the user research should reflect this. Professional users can be assumed to have a certain understanding of general concepts, such as hygiene procedures, or specific concepts, for example, radiological protection in case of X-ray technicians.

What to do

A context of use analysis consists of collecting and analyzing detailed information about the intended users, their tasks, and the technical and environmental constraints. The data for a context of use analysis can be gathered using interviews, workshops, surveys, site visits, artifact analysis, focus groups, observational studies, or contextual inquiry.

The main goals are:

- ensuring that all factors that relate to use of the system are identified before design work starts.
- providing insights on usage patterns that are unsafe to enable a new, safer design
- creating a basis for usability testing

The context of use analysis involves collecting and analyzing detailed information the following aspects:
Information about the context of use of a product is generally collected early in the product development and then refined as additional data is gathered from usability studies. When developing a successor device, one starts with and rechecks the initial context of use information of the predecessor.

### What to keep in mind

Specifically regarding the accompanying documentation, the context of use analysis should collect and analyze detailed information on the following aspects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results by usability professionals</th>
<th>Results by technical communicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• user groups and user group profiles, personas</td>
<td>• target group analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• tasks, task models, goals</td>
<td>• task analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• as-is-scenarios, i.e., descriptions how problems are solved today</td>
<td>• applicable regulations and standards affecting accompanying documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• use environment description</td>
<td>• further technical, organizational, and market-related properties or limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• all of the above is comprised in the use specification</td>
<td>• required content, according to regulations and standards, context of use analysis/task analysis/target audience analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What to expect as a result

Based on the user profiles and the context of use, technical communicators analyze the information provided with respect to the documentation’s content. The right content needs to be accessible by the users in the respective situations with the device, in a sensible medium and format.

### On Planning and Developing the Accompanying Documentation

Producing the design solution for a product or device is a creative process. Planning and developing accompanying documentation is a creative process, too. It is the technical communicators’ contribution to producing the overall design solution. The diverse aspects of this stage are described by relevant standards on information development, as laid out in Table 2 on page 28-29.

Such aspects of planning and developing accompanying documentation include, for example:

- applicable regulations and standards affecting accompanying documentation
- further technical, organizational, and market-related properties or limitations
- required content, according to regulations and standards, context of use analysis/task analysis/target audience analysis
- number and type of information products
- target media, respective key parameters of layout, navigation, etc.
- target markets and required languages
- information types, content structure, standardization, content reuse
- types and key parameters of illustrations
- writing style, wording, etc.
- limiting aspects of production and distribution (e.g., maximum page count of print media limited by the product’s packaging)

DEEP DIVE

GUIDANCE ON PLANNING AND DEVELOPING ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTATION

ISO/IEC 26514 on user documentation lays out principles of researching and formulating requirements, objectives, and constraints with respect to the information development process. IEC/IEEE 82079-1 on information for use is not as detailed with respect to the information development process. However, Chapter 6 includes an extensive list of aspects to take into account during this stage. Noteworthy literature includes Information Development: Managing Your Documentation Projects, Portfolio, and People by JoAnn Hackos (2007) and Usability of Products and Instructions in the Digital age: Manual for Developers, IT Specialists, and Technical Writers by Gertrud Grünwied (2017, in German).

What to expect as a result

Concluding this stage early in the process is usually not possible. In coordination with other team leads, the lead technical communicator will specify the subset of requirements, objectives, and constraints for the accompanying documentation as far as necessary to start creating content. While the actual content creation progresses, the lead technical communicator will further specify and refine the characteristics of accompanying documentation.

At a later point in the process, the planning and development outcome should be properly recorded internally for implementing updates to the accompanying documentation and maintaining consistency. Such internal records may include, for example:

- document template
- content model (possibly XML based, incl. DTD, XML Schema, or similar)
- style guide
- terminology database
- publishing workflows, scripts (e.g., for screenshots, illustration, PDF/HTML output)

**PRACTIONERS’ INSIGHT**

**PLANNING AND DEVELOPING ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTATION**

There is not one universal overarching methodology on how to pull together all the individual aspects of planning and developing accompanying documentation for any given project. For example, information types and content structure greatly depend on the target audience and use scenarios. In certain use scenarios, users cannot work with digital media. Printed instructions for use are obligatory in such cases. Then again, the physical size and number of pages of printed instructions for use can be constrained by the size of the medical device’s packaging. Limitations in size and number of pages will have implications for the overall design of the actual content. The size and number of pages not only affect the layout and illustrations but also the structure of written content, the writing style, etc.

The relevance of the aspects in this example and of each of the aspects listed above varies between projects.

**Conclusion**

For this stage in the information development process, technical communicators often have stronger focus on such objectives as efficiency, cost, and long-term maintainability of the accompanying documentation. You should openly discuss the accompanying documentation’s role in the overall usability of the medical device across teams.

**For usability professionals**

In practice, the “design solution” for the accompanying documentation is often vaguer than that for the medical device itself.

Some aspects of the information development, e.g., content re-use strategies, aim to increase efficiency and reduce costs. Sometimes such aspects may negatively affect the usability of accompanying documentation. Such conflicts should be openly discussed across teams if they come up.

When cooperating with technical communicators, discuss objectives and priorities from your point of view, discuss what you can and cannot reasonably test in a usability test.

**For technical communicators**

Discuss and define objectives and priorities with usability professionals and stakeholders.

Prioritize aspects of the information design that are most relevant for the project at hand.

The results of this early stage in the information development process should allow technical authors to start creating content.

Iteratively refine and improve the information design and the content.

Making It Work: Usability Evaluation Methods

Once you have begun developing your accompanying documentation, we strongly recommend that you also start testing it. This section presents a variety of methods that can be used at different times in the development cycle with more or less effort to evaluate your accompanying documentation.

While the methods are described in individual chapters here, this is for the sake of clarity only. Methods may be mixed-and-matched at will, with the exception of the summative usability test which has stricter rules. All other methods allow you to curate a test of your choice. Thus, you may choose to start with an expert review, but add in some reading comprehension questions. Or, you may choose to perform a formative usability test and follow it up with a peer review.

These methods are described here in the context of medical devices, but they can be applied across domains. Each method includes insights into when you might want to apply it, how to plan it, and what to do with the results, whether you are a usability professional or a technical communicator.

The usability methods we have selected are appropriate for the usability engineering of both the accompanying documentation as well as of medical devices. Furthermore, these methods are also applicable to products in other industries, not only to the domain of medical devices.

We briefly introduce the following selection of methods:

- Peer and Expert Review of Accompanying Documentation
- Formative Usability Testing
- Reading Comprehension Test of Accompanying Documentation
- Usability Testing of Accompanying Documentation Only
- Summative Usability Testing
METHOD Peer and Expert Review of Accompanying Documentation

Peer and expert reviewers evaluate a draft of the accompanying documentation according to certain criteria in the expert’s area of expertise. To perform the review, the reviewers usually do not require access to the device or to a lab. Because reviewers can usually do this from their desk, this type of review is sometimes called “desk check”.

Suitable reviewers include technical communicators, usability professionals, and subject matter experts.

When to use

You can employ peer and expert reviews at almost any stage of a project to pursue different objectives. Peer and expert reviews are primarily performed formatively.

Preceding a revision’s sign-off and publication, a final expert review is mandatory for regulatory and liability reasons.

Why to use

Peer and expert reviews are efficient in terms of required resources and achieved outcomes.

Formative reviews will inform the ongoing development and creation process, as do formative usability tests. Formative reviews can be equally worthwhile for early drafts, for individual chapters of an incomplete draft, or simply for selected criteria like those listed below.

Generally, formative reviews should precede more elaborate methods, such as usability testing, to efficiently resolve the most obvious issues early on.

What you need

- A draft of the accompanying documentation or parts thereof, not necessarily completed yet

In case of medical devices intended for international distribution, a translation of drafts may be necessary. For example, if translation into numerous target languages is foreseeable, it may be feasible to create the translation master in English even if the usability testing is not being done with English native speakers, because translators who translate from English into other languages are more readily available.

What to do

Distribute the accompanying documentation’s draft to the reviewers, including instructions on which criteria to evaluate. The following is a selection of such criteria and who may evaluate it:

- editorial consistency, correctness, and conformance to organizational policies, for example, spelling, style, layout and typography, illustrations, etc.
- evaluated by fellow technical authors, editors, terminologists, illustrators, and others having editorial content expertise
- technical accuracy
- evaluated by subject matter experts, such as development engineers and software developers, or by others with technical expertise, such as technical product managers, customer support specialists
- safety and security
- evaluated by subject matter experts who are involved with risk assessment
- usability of accompanying documentation
- evaluated by usability professionals
- legal accuracy, compliance, and liability
- evaluated by regulatory and legal subject matter experts, such as regulatory affairs managers or legal counsel
- translation and localization evaluated by subject matter experts who are native speakers, e.g., from national subsidiaries or contractors, or by a second expert translator.

Note that not every expert mentioned above necessarily has to evaluate the entire document. For example, a legal counsel may very specifically review only certain parts with legal implications, such as the intended use. An engineer involved with the risk assessment, as another example, may only evaluate parts related to information for safety.

Use of checklists, such as the ones provided in Annex E Checklists for user documentation of ISO/IEC 26514, can be helpful.

What to keep in mind

Regarding storage and sharing of review feedback, which software tool is the most suitable for this purpose depends largely on the software used to create the accompanying documentation and on the mode of publication. For accompanying documentation intended to be printed, the commenting feature of PDF files is tried and tested. For other modes of publication, content management systems usually provide integrated review and commenting features.

In any case, when you choose a software to collect feedback, take its feature for archiving the feedback into account. Manufacturers are obliged by regulations to document the review and the resulting changes to the accompanying documentation.

Regarding project management and scheduling:

- Reviewing feedback is rarely a one-way, top-down channel of communication. Expect significant parts of the feedback to require reconciliation and clarification.
- Include the technical authors in the scheduling along with the reviewers.
Making It Work: Usability Evaluation Methods

For technical communicators

- Completeness of the review regarding the respective criteria above
- Each reviewer should be encouraged to fully evaluate their respective criteria. Ensuring and documenting this is not trivial and will often depend on soft factors, such as corporate culture or the relationships between individuals.

What to expect as a result

Following the review, the technical authors will implement the feedback and will clarify aspects with individual peers or experts, if necessary. At some point in time depending on the overall project plan, the technical authors will create a new draft of the accompanying documentation. The new draft may be evaluated using another method, for example, formative usability testing.

METHOD Formative Usability Testing

Formative usability testing is an evaluation rather early in the development process in order to gain feedback on the usability of the accompanying documentation and/or product, where:

- users execute tasks
- are observed by usability experts

The formative usability test is carried out either with

- accompanying documentation alone
- medical device or product alone
- both of the above (ideal situation)

The results of formative usability testing are used to check and guide further development.

When to use

As shown in Figure 4 on page 25 of the human-centred design process, the evaluation takes place at the end of an iteration loop of development. At this stage of development the main objective is

- to find usability problems and understand why they occur
- to get user feedback on the concept of documentation and/or medical device
- guide further development and generate user input for the next iterative development step

Thus, results may affect the device only, the documentation only or the combination of device and documentation.

Why to use

Since results of formative usability testing are used to guide development steps it serves three purposes

- involving users in development for user-centred products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For usability professionals</th>
<th>For technical communicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expect that technical authors almost always have to clarify parts of the review feedback with subject matter experts. Allow for such a channel of communication. Keep in mind that different stakeholders may direct requests at technical authors that are unrelated to usability. If unwanted effects of such changes to the draft become apparent at a later point, technical authors can trace back the changes to their source and help clarify the matter. Some feedback may be created using heuristic evaluation methods. In this case, the result should include the details about the evaluation criteria used.</td>
<td>The effort necessary to implement the review feedback can vary significantly. One kind of feedback that is usually easy to implement are simple changes to the phrasing, for example, by an editor. Changing instructions or descriptions that are technically incorrect may require substantial effort on the part of the technical author to clarify the exact details with the respective subject matter experts. Technical authors will often sift through the feedback before implementing it to identify parts that need clarification. Discerning which feedback is plausible and can be implemented and which feedback needs clarification, is the time-consuming part of a technical author’s job as opposed to the actual implementation of the feedback. Clarifying feedback with more than one subject matter expert or stakeholder in larger organizations may take more time than expected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 on page 25 of the human-centred design process, the evaluation takes place at the end of an iteration loop of development. At this stage of development the main objective is

- to find usability problems and understand why they occur
- to get user feedback on the concept of documentation and/or medical device
- guide further development and generate user input for the next iterative development step

Thus, results may affect the device only, the documentation only or the combination of device and documentation.

Why to use

Since results of formative usability testing are used to guide development steps it serves three purposes

- involving users in development for user-centred products
What you need

Formative usability testing means that usability professionals observe test participants while they solve test tasks. Thus you need

- the documentation and/or product in a concept state, prototype state, or final state
- test participants
- moderation guideline including test tasks

Test participants are selected according to user groups of the medical product that documentation is to be tested. For example, a homecare blood glucose meter might have the following user groups:

- persons with type 1 diabetes
- persons with type 2 diabetes
- relatives
- diabetologists
- diabetes specialist nurses

Formative testing is a qualitative approach and tries to find out “what” is being understood and “why” or “why not.” Thus, the usual number of participants ranges from 3 to 10 participants per user group. A helpful methodology for gaining additional qualitative data is the “think aloud” method. Here, test participants speak out “loud” and tell the test moderator what they perceive and see and why they are doing what they are doing.

The moderation guideline lays out the entire test procedure from start to end. It is used by the moderator during the test session itself and includes all test tasks. It needs to be archived since it contains all the information needed to understand the test at a later time.

The test tasks that participants are asked to complete need to be relevant to the respective user groups. Relevant means: They are chosen taking into respect what tasks and interactions the user group is expected to have with the device in the future.

In the above example, persons with diabetes would run through the procedure of gaining a blood sample, measuring the glucose level and reading it from the meter. Thus the test will evaluate the usability of the device and the usability of the documentation if it is needed in order to work the task.

If the primary goal is the use and understanding of the documentation, test tasks might be geared towards forcing use of the documentation.

What to do

The following procedure is commonly applied for formative usability testing:

- Plan:
  Set main questions to be answered by the test, consider time and budget available.
- Recruit:
  Choose relevant user groups. The user group profile will list personal characteristics as well as tasks and goals of that user group.

For accompanying documentation, the procedure described above means:

- Test preparation:
  Set test tasks according to overall test question and user group profile. Check that available prototypes of documentation and/or product support selected test tasks. Compile moderation guideline including pre and post questionnaire.
- Data collection:
  Moderate test, set tasks, observe test participants and apply the “think aloud” methodology. Protocol usability findings and other results.
- Analysis:
  Analyze and rate findings, report and discuss test results in order to plan future iterations or activities.

PRACTITIONERS’ INSIGHT

HOW MANY PARTICIPANTS ARE NEEDED FOR FORMATIVE TESTING

3 to 10 participants per user group will add up to a significant number of test sessions which often exceeds time and costs. Since the development is iterative, one usually concentrates on the user groups which are relevant for the main questions the test shall answer.

If the main purpose of the study is how users handle and use the device, in the example above, persons with type 1 or 2 diabetes would be invited to participate.

If your goal is to identify risks and evaluate mitigations, you would also invite the direct users (persons with diabetes and possibly caring relatives in the above example). Alternatively, you could also invite a risk-expert to review the document to identify optimization potential and follow this up with user testing in a later iterative step.

Generally any step that would require using a needle on a person is only simulated, to avoid ethical concerns and the necessity for special ethics approval, e.g., through an institutional review board (IRB).

### How to Choose Relevant User Groups

Choose relevant user groups. The user group profile will list personal characteristics as well as tasks and goals of that user group.
What to keep in mind

Clearly define the question you want the test to answer. If you are performing the test for a client or an in-house division require a clear question to be answered. Preparation, correct recruitment, possibly an adjustment of the moderation guideline and good moderation are also essential in getting meaningful results.

Formative testing is often applied early in the development. It may use paper and pencil prototypes even in a rough state. However, a short formative test with feedback from relevant future users will help direct development early on and thus potentially save time, money and effort in comparison to late user testing.

It is also a good opportunity to re-check if the context of use analysis is valid or has to be adjusted.

Formative testing with users helps to differentiate between perceived good interaction (development team thinks it knows what will work well for users) and actual good interaction (users show what works well for them and demonstrate what does not work well for them).

What to expect as a result

The main results of formative testing is feedback on the concept, structure and information of accompanying documentation and, if tested together, the medical product.

Due to the qualitative nature of formative testing, the results will tell the technical communicator and the development team what aspects of the concept work well, what aspects have to be improved and, if the test is run well, why the initial concept was not or poorly understood by users.

Based on these results the development team can steer and decide on necessary iterations and further development activities.

Why to use

Reading comprehension tests make sense when your wording and, ideally, pictures are set and you want feedback on how well readers understand the intended meaning. This may be formative, while you still expect to be making a lot of changes to the text. It may also be summative, to ensure that the text is understandable, i.e., that the readers understand individual sentences. Reading comprehension tests may also be a useful method in the context of translations.

Some guidance papers...14 call for documents to be written at a specific grade level (e.g., 4th grade or 8th grade) to ensure the readability for the intended users. This is especially the case for lay users. Some sources recommend reading level indices (e.g., Flesh–Kincaid) to determine the reading level. These indices calculate a grade level for a block of text based on the number of words per sentence and syllables per word. While they may help to predict readability, they are no guarantee thereof. Nor does a high reading level necessarily mean that users with less education will not be able to understand it. Especially in the context of medical devices, long words cannot and should not always be avoided. While such indices can provide additional insight, it is dangerous to rely on them alone.

For usability professionals

- As a usability tester, insist on a clearly defined question for the test to answer.
- Always report positive as well as negative usability findings. Positive findings are to be kept and also increase the acceptance of the test results by the development team, since there good points as well as potential for optimization.
- As a moderator be curious and let the users talk.
- Constantly re-check the context of use description and adjust if necessary.
- Formative testing will give valuable input early on in the development. Fast, lightweight testing is better than late or no testing.
- Involve all stakeholders as early as possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For usability professionals</th>
<th>For technical communicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Results and insights gained by usability professionals may affect various parts of the accompanying documentation, such as:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- use of terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- phrasing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- content structure, detail and depth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- use of illustrations and graphics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- relation between images and text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

METHOD Reading Comprehension Test of Accompanying Documentation

When to use

Reading comprehension tests may be part of a summative or formative evaluation of the accompanying documentation. This method can be integrated into a test that includes the medical device, but this is unlikely to be a primary use case. Its purpose is to determine whether the information provided can be understood, though not necessarily applied. This is especially important for homecare products.

What you need

Text and/or illustrations must be far enough along that you expect users to be able to understand them. Ideally, a wide spectrum of users should be available. For homecare products, it is particularly advantageous to include participants with lesser education levels or lower fluency in the language being tested to ensure comprehension across the target population.

What to do

During a reading comprehension test, participants are given the entire instructions for use, sections of the instructions for use, or even single instructions for use phrases and asked to respond to questions. These questions may be open or closed, often they are multiple choice, including fill-in-the-blanks. For example, if participants are presented with a warning detailing the necessary ambient conditions for operation, they may be asked in which of four situations they should not use the device. Or, they may be asked to determine what dosage of a medication a child of a certain age and weight requires based on a dosing table...15.

What to keep in mind

The selection of passages selected for evaluation during a reading comprehension test determines the impact of the results. While in some cases specific passages, like warnings, may be of interest, in other cases, generalizable passages like necessary steps may be the focal point.

• Generalizability is dependent upon the passages and participants included.
• Questions must be pre-tested iteratively.
• Tests may be remote or in person.
• Large sample sizes are advantageous.

Results by usability professionals

• An overview of passages that users can or cannot understand and that can be generalized
• Possible insight into why some passages are difficult to understand, e.g., certain words may repeatedly be misunderstood

Take-away for technical communicators

• Results may identify terms and phrases previously assumed to be easy to understand.
• Qualitative feedback will provide technical authors with insight into the target audiences and help guide revisions of the content.
• In addition, quantitative readability scores may provide estimates how well a text is suited for the education level of the target audience.

What to expect as a result

Reading comprehension tests give you an overview of how well users are likely to be able to understand the information you are providing them with. You may find that terminology needs to be revised or learn that your sentence structure needs simplification. While a reading comprehension test won’t tell you whether or not users can apply the information in practice, it will let you know about basic barriers to understanding, a prerequisite for application.

When to use

This method is used when the focus is completely on the instructions for use and the device is not available. Usability studies of the instructions for use only may encompass tasks that address how well participants understand information and the extent to which they are able to find information in the instructions for use. Because the device is not available, or only available to look at, such studies do not need to be completed in any particular environment. This method makes sense when the instructions for use is rather far along and has a set form that is to be evaluated. Looking at the instructions for use only can also make sense if a master instructions for use is being tested.

Unlike a reading comprehension test, the focus of this test is not just on whether users can understand the words being used, but rather on whether they can transform the words into knowledge that they can apply. Where reading comprehension tests provide the participant with specific sections of the accompanying documentation to look at, usability testing of the instructions for use does not, participants are required to find information on their own.

Additional interesting examples are given in a guidance document by the FDA titled Label Comprehension Studies for Nonprescription Drugs (2010). This document is not of regulatory importance for medical device manufacturers in general, rather it may provide additional ideas for reading comprehension studies.

15 Additional interesting examples are given in a guidance document by the FDA titled Label Comprehension Studies for Nonprescription Drugs (2010). This document is not of regulatory importance for medical device manufacturers in general, rather it may provide additional ideas for reading comprehension studies.

METHOD Usability Testing of Accompanying Documentation Only

This method is very similar to the section on formative usability testing. There is a big difference though: Only the accompanying documentation is available. The medical device is not available for use during the usability test.
What you need

The instructions for use need to be far enough along that users can realistically search for information. It must also be in the correct form, i.e., if it is intended to be used digitally, it should be available digitally. It is especially important here to precisely define what you want to learn, so that tasks can be developed to answer the corresponding questions.

Include technical writers in the preparations for the usability test. They may have certain parts of the accompanying documentation in mind that are worth checking. Technical writers can provide feedback to usability professionals on planned tasks for the usability test.

What to do

Tasks included in a study that looks at the instructions for use only can vary in nature, depending on the study’s specific goals.

Tasks may focus on understanding the information in the instructions for use, this can encompass so-called knowledge task data (safety-relevant information from the instructions for use that cannot be tested in a simulated environment). To test the understandability, and to an extent the perceivability, of such information, scenarios in which fictitious users do something that requires the application of the instructions for use can be constructed. Questions based on these scenarios can then target specific information that users may or may not be able to identify. For example, an instrument tray’s instructions for use may call for it to be used only with specific equipment. To test whether users recognize this information and understand it, a scenario could describe Nurse Alex reprocessing an endoscope using the STERRAD sterilization method in a plastic tray.

After reading the scenario, participants would be asked whether Alex proceeded correctly.

The primary challenge with such scenarios is twofold: Including the right amount of information and phrasing questions so that they are understandable, without being on the nose. Both of these factors depend on the specific goals of each task. To determine whether information sticks out and is perceived as important, it may be necessary to include more “fluff,” that is, superfluous information. To determine whether users understand specific information correctly, it can be more useful to phrase questions very precisely (e.g., in the example above, asking whether Alex used a permissible sterilization method).

Tasks might, however, also address how well information can be found. Such tasks can be simpler, for example, asking participants to find out which methods of sterilization a given instrument tray is compatible with. Though participants may know the correct answer, the trick here is to get them to find the answer in the instructions for use.
What to keep in mind

During studies that utilize the methods described above, the facilitator should not only note that a question was answered incorrectly, but also what users answered, and, ideally, where they sought and found information in the instructions for use.

What information was found or not found and how participants proceeded can provide valuable input about the effectiveness of the format and how it draws attention to specific pieces of information. Incorrect responses can point out how information provided in the document may be misunderstood.

If these methods are used in a summative study, the data points described above may be used to derive and recognize root causes.

What to expect as a result

Testing the accompanying documentation separate from the product can produce similar kind of results as the formative usability test described on page 45.

METHOD Summative Usability Testing

When to use

Summative usability testing is conducted at the end of user interface development to validate the safe and effective use of the user interface and effectiveness of use-related risk mitigation measures (in accordance with IEC 62366-1:2015). The user interface, of course, includes the accompanying documentation.

Why to use

Summative usability testing is the most accurate method by which to evaluate the usability of medical devices. It is intended to simulate actual use with intended users. Its focus is evaluating if the users can complete the tasks associated with hazard-related use scenarios without use errors. If a device is to be marketed in the U.S. also close calls or difficulties need to be analyzed.

---

1 This is in line with the FDA and IEC 62366-1:2015 by using concepts such as hazard-related use scenarios and critical tasks.
What you need

Hazard-related use scenarios which were selected for evaluation.

Representative context of use:

- user groups: primary and secondary (as specified)
- environment: different levels of simulation possible to mimic the actual use environment (usability lab might be sufficient but in other cases a professional medical simulation room is needed)
- tasks: focus on tasks that contribute to a medium or high level of risk; ensure realistic task flow without too many interruptions by the test moderator
- situation (training/briefing, access to accompanying documentation)
- product and accessories (accompanying documentation, labeling, etc.)

A finalized user interface and the final version of the accompanying documentation is available. The accompanying documentation – as part of the user interface – should be available to the user during the summative usability test, as appropriate to simulate realistic use.

What to do

At the start of a summative evaluation, a usability engineer must first select hazard-related use scenarios to be included in the study. For FDA compliant summative evaluations all safety-critical tasks must be included. However, manufacturers may also choose to include all hazard-related use scenarios.

Next, successful completion of the tasks related to these scenarios must be operationalized, that is, specific test tasks must be defined.

During the usability test, participants are observed while they perform tasks with a medical device. Depending on the context of use, the accompanying documentation may or may not be available during all tasks. If it is available, participants may refer to it at any time; how referring to the accompanying documentation is evaluated, is situation-dependent. For example, looking at accompanying documentation to check a cleaning step for a homecare product is no more than an observation, however, running out of the room to check the accompanying documentation on a desktop computer in another room because of a high-priority alarm in a hospital is certainly a use error. In addition to documenting use of the accompanying documentation during the regular test session, specific questions may also target the accompanying documentation in particular, seeking to capture how well participants understand specific information.

Testing involves recruiting targeted users as test participants and asking those users to complete a set of tasks. A test facilitator conducts the testing via a test protocol while the test sessions are typically recorded by a video. The results of the summative usability evaluation are documented in a test report. In addition, a root cause analysis has to be carried out to identify the potential consequences of all use errors that have occurred (see IEC 62366-1, Sec. 5.9).

Usability testing is conducted with participants who are representative of the real or potential users of the system. For some tests, users must have certain domain, product and application-specific knowledge and experience.

For tasks involving accompanying documentation it is necessary to identify where “information for safety” or “instructions for use” are listed as risk control measures. Then it is necessary to decide how and when to incorporate the accompanying documentation into the summative evaluation. The use of the accompanying documentation has to be representative of the specified context of use. If the users have access to the accompanying documentation in real use, they also may have it during the test session. In our opinion, there are three possibilities for incorporating of the accompanying documentation in a summative usability test:

1. During test session

The test moderator may ask test participants to execute either knowledge tasks during which users need to demonstrate they remember or look up certain information regarding the safe use of a medical device.

Especially for homecare devices it might be necessary to create special test tasks which ask users to execute the task using the accompanying documentation actively. This might be necessary in order to show that information in the accompanying documentation is not presented in a confusing way.

For example, users may be asked to perform cleaning based on the instructions for use. This might involve choosing the right type of towel, the correct cleaning agent, and executing each step in a correct order, while explicitly using the accompanying documentation.

During test tasks users may also turn to the accompanying documentation for help during the test session (this is more realistic for certain use environments such as homecare devices than an operating room). For example, they may look up how to perform novel tasks or to remind themselves how to perform trained tasks. This can provide good insight into how well the accompanying documentation works.

2. During post-session interview

Every summative test session should be followed by a post-session interview in which the participant is asked for comments on possibly found usability issues. During this phase or even in extra session afterward the summative usability test the participant should be asked to read at least information for safety identified in the risk analysis. The information tested at this time often includes warnings that cannot realistically be tested during the test session. To address all goals of IEC 62366-1:2015 the user should be asked for what to do in a certain case. Then the user has to do the following:
a. Find the information within the accompanying documentation.

b. Understand the information.

c. Verbalize the correct action.

The verbalizing is a proxy for understanding the accompanying documentation and being able to act accordingly. This represents the bare minimum to fulfill the requirements of IEC 62366-1.

If training is foreseen for the medical device being tested, users may interact with the accompanying documentation as part of this training. They may also be given the opportunity to read the accompanying documentation during the period of time between training and test sessions or be permitted to look at the accompanying documentation prior to the test session (all depending on actual use conditions). Inclusion of the accompanying documentation prior to the test session alone, is insufficient to show that the user interface is safe to use.

Some medical device standards prescribe exact wording for some information for safety. This might fail during summative user interface evaluation. For more information on this see the practitioners’ insight box “conflicting requirements for information for safety.”

What to keep in mind

Apply the following general principles to the accompanying documentation:

- Enable realistic tasks in large aggregated tasks.
- Interrupt the test participant as little as possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results by usability professionals</th>
<th>Take-away for technical communicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• measures as to the usability of the medical device, i.e., device in conjunction with the accompanying documentation</td>
<td>• If nothing out of the ordinary is discovered, the results from the summative usability evaluation usually have no relevance for technical authors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• safety of use, incl. use difficulty, close calls, use errors</td>
<td>• Only if new, unacceptable risks are found unexpectedly, will the accompanying documentation have to change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• effectiveness</td>
<td>• Once changes have been incorporated, the manufacturer must determine whether an additional summative evaluation is necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• efficiency (optional)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• user satisfaction (optional)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More specific points are:

- realistic access to accompanying documentation
- specific test tasks that require using accompanying documentation
- knowledge tasks asking users for specific information regarding the safe use of the device

In general the goal of usability testing the accompanying documentation is also to assess use errors and use difficulties that occur in the context of accompanying documentation use or disuse.

The usability of the accompanying documentation, as evaluated during usability testing can be assessed along the following dimensions:

- effectiveness represented by success rates of test tasks or no discovery of use errors, close calls, and use difficulties
- efficiency showing how quickly users are able to find information in the accompanying documentation.
- use of the accompanying documentation throughout a test task e.g. using the accompanying documentation several times for one subtask or using the accompanying documentation at all.

As for writing this paper close calls and use difficulties are only relevant for FDA compliant usability tests.

In case a use error, close call or use difficulty is discovered, a root cause analysis is necessary. Of great importance for this root cause analysis are the results of the post-interview with the test participant.

What to expect as a result

- user interface including accompanying documentation that is safe to use
- documentation for notified bodies and regulatory authorities.
Manufacturers of medical devices have to comply with regulations for usability engineering to market their medical devices. A topic that is often neglected is that accompanying documentation is also part of the user interface and, therefore, has to be evaluated within the usability engineering process to avoid use errors.

To ensure a smooth development of the medical device, it is ideal to start thinking about usability engineering as early as possible. As early as during the definition of user profiles and the use environment, as part of the use specification, aspects that are relevant for technical communicators should be included. Examples are the users’ reading ability or a description of the use environment informing technical communicators of how accompanying documentation will be used by users.

It is best to align technical communicators and usability professionals very early on during the development of a medical device and to ensure they keep working closely together. Ideally, work products and feedback are exchanged early and often between the two disciplines. Technical communicators should be invited as observers to formative usability tests, allowing them to experience issues with accompanying documentation first hand. Ideally, the collaboration of usability professionals and technical communicators not only affects the accompanying documentation, but also the text placed in other parts of the user interface.

If both groups interact well, results will be better, and stress is avoided during the project because results are available at the right time. Additionally, if technical communicators and usability professionals coordinate well early on, manufacturers avoid schedule overruns and additional costs caused by having to revise insufficient accompanying documentation, which failed during a summative user interface evaluation: a worst-case scenario, which in most cases creates severe delays and costs because the medical device cannot be marketed. Instead, technical communicators need to apply changes to the accompanying documentation while usability professionals need to repeat parts of the summative user interface evaluation.

Keeping all the issues mentioned above in mind is important, but in the end what counts is that healthcare providers are enabled to deliver the best treatment for their patients. Correct and usable accompanying documentation can play an important role, but only if its quality is up to the task.
Chapter 06
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